
AU ARTS 
Extracting Biographies of Violence  

from Bronze Age weapons 
Venue: AU Moesgaard 4206-121 (aud. 2)  

June 1st   10.00-18.00 
The workshop gathers a group of experts in Bronze Age weaponry to discuss what it takes to carry 
the research field of weapon biographies into the future: where are the constraints and potentials 
located? The target issue is warfare and its linkages; hence the degree to which it will be possible to 
distinguish between and sequence life-use phases of weapons between the start and end points of 
production and deposition. At stake are analytical approaches to establishing weapon biographies 
(rather than warfare or rituals per se) and also whether new methods are now available, or should be 
developed, to truly innovate the field. Besides, metallurgical knowledge is no doubt crucial in order 
to clarify the significance of copper composition, alloying and production technique for assessing the 
post-depositional impact on the prospect of extracting the full biographies of weapons prior to their 
deposition. Together the expertise includes use wear, experiments, trace element analysis & isotopy, 
radiocarbon dating, morphometrics, production, consumption, circulation and deposition, while most 
participants share an interest in Bronze Age warfare. The workshop is intended to produce a protocol 
for how to extract weapon biographies and to make a joint paper if feasible. While the workshop will 
be focused on methodology and science contributions, presentations are 20 min with 15-20 min 
discussion. Video-taping of session is planned. Speakers and participants are expected to address the 
following items: 

 Where are we now? Main challenges when thinking in terms of weapon biography 
 High-tech possibilities? What will it take to really make progress? 
 Weapons & their uses: from the micro-scale to inferences about Bronze Age society 

                                                          ----------------------- 

 

10.00 Helle Vandkilde: Introduction to the idea of the workshop 

10.20 Heide Nørgaard: Archaeometallurgical possibilities for defining biographies of violence. 
Lead discussants: Andrea Dolfini (University of Newcastle)  

11.00 Bente Phillipsen (with Renee Enevold & Jesper Olsen): Radiocarbon dating the production, 
use and deposition of bronze artefacts. Lead discussants:  Vana Orphanou (Geo-science AU) 



11.40 Tobias Mörtz: Two sides of the blade. The pitfalls of identifying and interpreting combat 
damage and ritual destruction of Bronze Age weaponry. Lead discussants: Christian Horn (CAU 
Kiel)  

12.20 Barry Molloy: Biographies or lifecycles? What is a more reasonable objective using current 
analytic methods for studying bronze weaponry. Lead discussants: Tobias Mörtz (TOPOI Berlin)  

 

13.00 Lunch 

 

14.00 Christian Horn: Use wear and object biographies. Lead discussants: Barry Molloy (UCD 
Ireland)  

14.40 Andrea Dolfini: The Tale of the Sword (To Say Nothing of the Spear): learning from 
experimentation and wear analysis. Lead discussants: Christian Horn (CAU Kiel)  

 

15.20 Coffee break 

 

15.50 Jens Notroff: Warrior representation between function and symbol – The Nordic Bronze Age 
miniature sword phenomenon. Lead discussants: Heide Nørgaard (AU)  

16.30 Christian Hoggard: How can morphometrics contribute to the study of bronze weapons? 
Lead discussants: Jens Notroff (TOPOI Berlin) & Matthew Walsh (Arctic Centre AU, Big Data and 
statistics) 

17.00 Helle Vandkilde: Closing words – towards biographies of weapons  

 

18.00 Dinner at Moesgaard 

 

Invitees without presentation:  

Vana Orphanou (Geo-science AU), Louise Felding (PhD fellow), Christina Vestergaard (MA 
student), Kristoffer Nielsen (MA student), Helle Juel Jensen (senior researcher, flint micro wear), 
Matthew Walsh (Arctic Centre AU, Big Data and statistics) 


